Social Worker (MSW, BSW) (Philadelphia, Bucks Counties)

Social Worker is needed for Medicare/Medicaid/Joint Commission Accredited home health agency in Feasterville. The individual will assist in identifying patients who would benefit from social work or behavioral health services, provide resource referrals, such as counseling, community recourse planning, and crisis intervention. Responsible for implementing community educational programs, assessing problems and determining appropriate types and methods of treatment, and implementing intervention methodologies. This is a pivotal liaison between customers and the agency staff members. Competitive salary, commission, and benefits apply.

The successful candidate will enjoy working with people, have strong organizational skills and share the core belief in providing high quality care to people in their homes. Responsibilities will include meeting projecting quarterly and monthly growth development targets and maintain market awareness.

ALL APPLICANTS MUST EMAIL RESUMES FOR CONSIDERATION: Julia-p@betterhomecare.org